
Another step toward automation
Introducing CalderaRIP Version 15
To celebrate Caldera’s 30th anniversary, Version 15 continues our long tradition of putting our customers’ needs 
at the heart of our innovations.
Automating daily repetitive tasks such as job submission or customer validation has clear benefits— significant 
time savings and fewer manual errors and waste, while you can focus on delivering perfect results.  

New features of CalderaRIP Version 15 

PrintProof
Set up an efficient customer validation 
workflow by exporting a TIFF proof of your 
jobs after the ripping process, in order to 
meet your customer’s expectations while 
avoiding unwanted ink and media waste.

SmartImport Improvements
Besides extracting metadata from the filename, such as the number of copies, 
targeted printer or presets, this new version of SmartImport can also extract job 
dimensions (scale, height, width) to further automate job submission and help 
you save valuable time and ease the production of wide-format projects.

CalderaJobs - Filter by Date
In just a few clicks, find any job you need 

to reprint or archive by using the new 
date filter in CalderaJobs. If needed, you 
can also archive a specific day, week or 

month of your production just as easily.

Preview
From the Spooler or CalderaJobs, open a full screen preview, zoom 
in to easily identify the jobs inside the nest, and check the marks 
before printing in order to avoid unwanted errors and media waste.

White Under Marks
When printing on dark, transparent or 
metallic substrates, and if white ink 
is available on the printer, CalderaRIP 
adds white ink under and around the 
cutting marks and codes to improve 
the cutter detection and cutting 
accuracy on non-white media.
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Pantone FHI Spot Color Library  
To further expand fashion and home décor printing possibilities, 
and in addition to the 2310 colors already available, Caldera now 
includes 315 new Pantone FHI (Fashion, Home + Interiors) Spot Color 
references to aid visualization and enhance color reproduction.

Compatible with more that 1,600 devices from major manufacturers, Caldera is a comprehensive 
solution that can be integrated in any wide-format Print & Cut production environment.

*The ASP feature is only available with CalderaRIP software, and requires the Trim-O-Matik option.

Fotoba Automatic Slicer Positioning (ASP)
When producing many custom jobs of different sizes on a roll printer, 
automate your trimming workflow using the ASP* functionality 
of the Fotoba XLA 170, and reduce manual processes while 
guaranteeing maximum cutting speed, flexibility and precision.

Version 15 improvements  

TileOrder 
Extended settings have been added to TileOrder in order to ease 
the production process of large-format projects such as vehicle 
wrapping. When creating a poster or another project within the 
Tiling+ module, you can now select to start printing from bottom-right 
for more flexibility and to help save valuable time on-site. 

Wide Contour Offsets  
Benefit from an increased range of Cut Contour offsets 
(from [-10mm, +10mm] to [-100mm, +100mm]) to improve the accuracy 
of the cutting process on shrinking or distorting textile substrates. 

More than 20 new Print & Cut 
drivers included in V15 ISO 

Ready for the upcoming 
release of macOS Monterey

New OS Support & Drivers 


